One-parameter extensions of the Binomial. Negative Binomial. Poisson. Geometric and Gamma distributions arc derived via an extension of the standard Bernoulli counting scheme. The method is to examine the elementarv "potential theory" for the basic process. Some interesting extensions to continuous time are mentioned also
(1.2) P(Sn+l = k+ l\S" = k) = q»-kx.
The process Sn is a discrete parameter Markov process, although it is neither temporally nor spatially homogeneous.
For a bounded function f(k), set Pf(n, a) = (f(Sn))a, ( )a denoting expected value with respect to the measure on paths starting at a. We derive from (1.1) and (1.2), It is useful to consider briefly generating functions of the form </>(t>) = 2f=0(v)kpk for probability distributionspk. We denote an "Eulerian derivative" by (1. 6) Wf
where Q = q~x. Note that (q)n = Il"=|(l -qJ). Then we have Proposition 1.1. Map the distribution {p"} -<j>(v) = 2™ Pk(v)k-Then:
(a) <t> is holomorphic on <î>, (Z),=
The identity P(S" < oo) = 1 yields a q-binomial theorem (1.9) 2 (J) **<*)»-* = !•
The usual conventions ("k)q -1, /c = 0, 0 for k < 0 will be assumed.
The generating function extension of ( 1.9) is the formulation usually called " the" -binomial theorem [2] , o.») St^-^t*-0 l<7)n (UJT his follows by applying 2^ v"/(q)" t0 both sides of (1.9) and then using Euler's identity 
We can show that the process eventually "sticks" with probability one. Proof, (a) Note that P(Tm+i < oo) < P(Tm < oo). From/,(x) = Ikxqk(x)k.
Suppose for some a G (0,1), f(a) = 1. Then by (2.4), limn_00/,(í7"íí) = 1. But f\(x) extends continuously to [0,1] since sup0<A<| fx(x) < 1/(1 -q). Thus \imn^x f(qna) = 0. Hence f(x) < 1 for all 0 < x < 1. A.
k
The Borel-Cantelli Lemma applies to yield the result. This very interesting feature of the process is that it is bounded with probability one.
A recursion formula for the/m provides further insight into Proposition 2.1(a). Proof.
by (2.6) and (2.7).
k From(b) it readily follows inductively that fm+x(x) </i(jc) < 1. We next derive the distribution of M = max Sn = lim"_005" and consequently, explicitly evaluate fm(x).
Since P(max Sn < oo) = 1, by Proposition 2.1, we can let n -oo in (1.5) to get Thus we have a Poisson process where the intensity is exponentially damped. This is a standard type of jump Markov process (see e.g. [5] ).
The waiting time distributions yield, taking ff -» oo, (3.3) P(Tm ~(t,t + dt)) = (1 -q')m-\Xl)mq'exp(-Xl(\ -q')) d,/lY(m).
The total mass (3.4) P(Tm<oo) = \-e-» I i^L.
The basic expectation ((v)s )= (xv)n becomes "
This process is readily understood by standard methods. The new feature to come is that the ^-Bernoulli measures have direct extensions to continuous-parameter distributions; a situation unlike that for the standard case q = 1.
Consider a process with q -» qN: ((v; qN)Sr)= (xv; qN)T-The jump probability is xqN{n~s") at position (n, S"). If we leave Sn the same, denoting it by S", and rescale q -q{/N, the jump probability is xq"~s". This heuristically gives us a motivation for considering distributions satisfying (3) (4) (5) (6) ((v)kll))=(xv)r (3.6a) (Forreo, (v) , is defined by (v)x/( vq')x.)
First we ask: What is the distribution of S*? For large N, it turns out to be approximately geometric. The following is easily checked: Proposition 3.1. (a) As q -0, the distribution of S" tends to a finite geometric distribution gn:
0<x<n, P(gn = n) = x".
(h) As q -0, the distribution of the maximum M tends to a geometric distribution.
Briefly, as q -1 we have Bernoulli and Poisson distributions, as q -> 0 we have geometric distributions. Next we consider directly the extension suggested in (3.6), going from n discrete to / continuous. We summarize the results to be discussed: Theorem 3.2.
(1) For any q and fixed x -qs, 0 < 8 < I, the distribution of k(t) satisfying (3.6) is a probability distribution for all t satisfying 1 -8 < fract(/) < 1, where fract denotes the fractional part oft.
(2) For any q and fixed x = qs, 1 < 8 < 2, relation (3.6) determines a probability distribution for all t satisfying 0 «5 fract(') < 2 -5.
(3) For any q and x -q the distribution of k(t) is positive and has total mass (q),/(q)x for t nonintegral. For integer values of t, we have the usual q-Bernoulli distribution.
(4) In all cases as t -oo, the limiting distribution is the q-Poisson (2.9).
First calculate using Proposition 1.1 what the probabilities should be:
(3-7) pk = {q)lXWk(xv),\0=x= .{q.)\ xk(x),"k (see 3.6a).
This can be written alternatively as
where t = q'. The expression in (3.8) shows that for the pk to be positive there must be an integery > 0 such that qJ > qr > qJ+ ' and qJ > xt > qJ+ ' simultaneously. Consideration of the cases where x = qs,0 < 8 < lorl < 5 < 2 yields 1 and 2 of Theorem 3.2. For x = q, (3.9) Pk=(q),qk/{q)k with f pk = (q),/ (q)x = (qr)^.
Finally it remains to check that for x ¥" q. 2 pk -1. Recall the well-known relation (see e.g. Remarks. Thus the g-gamma distribution (4.2) represents the "hitting probability" for our basic process. Note that fm(\) -1, so that x has its "natural domain": 0 <x < 1.
